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ABSTRACT—From at least as far back as the anti-Chinese laws of the 1800s, immigration has been a place of heated racial contestation in the United States. Although modern immigration laws no longer expressly mention race, their enforcement unmistakably impacts people of color from the developing world. Specifically, the laws, as enacted and applied, limit the immigration of people of color to, and facilitate their removal from, the United States.

Modern immigrant rights activism, which has grown by leaps and bounds in recent years, encountered a powerful counter-response led by none other than President Donald J. Trump. His presidential administration made aggressive immigration enforcement a priority like no other in modern U.S. history. Exemplified by the Administration’s heartless separation of Central American families, consequences of the U.S. immigration policies and their enforcement fell primarily on immigrants of color.

As the nation collectively engages in a reckoning with historical racial injustice, it is important to recognize that the movement for justice for noncitizens of color shares important commonalities with the goals of the Black Lives Matter movement. Fundamental to both social movements is the demand for an end to systemic racial discrimination in law enforcement.

Part I of this Essay maps the discriminatory foundations of federal immigration law, the lack of constitutional review, and the enduring fortress built by the courts to shield discrimination against immigrants from judicial review. Part II considers the surprising emergence of a powerful immigrant rights movement—energized, organized, and formidable, yet handicapped by the fact that noncitizens cannot vote—fighting for no less than racial justice. Part III summarizes the emergence of the Trump Administration’s staunch resistance to that movement, which stridently sought to maintain and reinforce the racial caste quality of the contemporary immigration system. Part IV considers the uncertain future of the quest to bring racial justice to immigration law and suggests a road to its transformation.
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INTRODUCTION

We live in the midst of an extraordinary combination of social tensions with few, if any, parallels in modern U.S. history. With the death toll mounting daily, the COVID-19 pandemic brought the world to its knees. Widespread pandemic-induced uncertainty, anxiety, economic turmoil, and stress gripped the nation. Moreover, a series of police killings of African Americans in 2020 provoked potent demands for racial justice, demands that many Americans believe were long overdue.

The criminal justice system is frequently condemned as the centerpiece of contemporary systemic racism. For example, in her celebrated book *The New Jim Crow*, Michelle Alexander contends that, although the Supreme Court outlawed de jure racial segregation, the criminal justice system facilitates systemic discrimination against African Americans under color of law. In response to the latest string of Black deaths at the hands of police,

---

1 See generally Michelle Alexander, *The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness* (10th anniversary ed. 2020) (analyzing the discriminatory roots of the contemporary criminal justice system and its disparate impacts on African Americans). Examples abound of Supreme Court decisions that commentators, including Alexander, have criticized for allowing racial discrimination to flourish in the criminal justice system. See, e.g., Whren v. United States, 517 U.S. 806, 813 (1996) (holding that, in assessing the legality of police decisions to stop suspects under the Fourth Amendment, courts should not consider officers’ subjective racial motivations); United States v. Armstrong, 517 U.S. 456, 469–70 (1996) (rejecting claim of racial bias in crack cocaine prosecutions
protesters and, at times, rioters took to the streets in cities across the country. Counter-protesters, including armed white supremacists, added to the turmoil. President Trump pledged to restore law and order, a well-worn code for the use of force to suppress demands for racial justice. He took the extraordinary step of deploying Department of Homeland Security (DHS) officers, who primarily enforce immigration laws, to disperse protesters in the streets of Portland, Oregon with tear gas and projectiles. Matters worsened in January 2021 when racial extremists stormed the U.S. Capitol in what some observers characterized as an attempted coup d’etat.

As exemplified by the Black Lives Matter movement, a loosely affiliated group behind many of the protests, political activists are challenging the racial hegemony of U.S. society. This Essay analyzes a similar area of law enforcement that is also experiencing increased demands by activists for racial justice. The fight for immigrant rights, with racial justice at its core, has emerged as one of the most vibrant—and surprising—social movements of the new millennium. Even though today’s immigration laws on their face appear neutral with respect to race, their enforcement—similar to the enforcement of criminal law—has unmistakable and


disproportionate adverse impacts on people of color from the developing world.\(^9\) Most fundamentally, the laws, as applied, limit the immigration of people of color to, and facilitate their removal from, the United States.\(^10\) This is nothing new. From as far back as the anti-Chinese laws of the 1800s, immigration has been ground zero of vigorous racial contestation in the United States.\(^11\)

Although undocumented immigrants once lived in the “shadows” of American social life seeking to avoid federal immigration enforcement efforts,\(^12\) many of today’s undocumented immigrants, as well as lawful immigrants and their supporters, are publicly demanding justice for immigrants. For some, their ambitious demands include the call to “Abolish ICE,” which is more far-reaching and ambitious than the more modest demand to “reform ICE.”\(^13\) At its core, through literally advocating for the dismantling of a federal agency that disproportionately interacts with and deports people of color, the Abolish ICE movement demands the just treatment of noncitizens of color.

Immigrant rights activism generated a powerful counter-response led by none other than President Donald J. Trump, whose Administration made aggressive immigration enforcement a priority like no other in modern U.S. history.\(^14\) He appealed to a base of supporters demanding severe restrictions on immigration and the mass expulsion of immigrants of color from the country; that same base opposes the Black Lives Matter movement, strongly suggesting that race—and white supremacy—is an overarching goal of their immigration aims.\(^15\) The strong claims of racism are more than justified. President Trump, for example, portrayed Muslims as presumed terrorists who should be subject to “extreme vetting” before entering the country, if


\(^10\) See id. at 1131–53.

\(^11\) See generally ERIKA LEE, AMERICA FOR AMERICANS: A HISTORY OF XENOPHOBIA IN THE UNITED STATES (2019) (analyzing the periodic outbursts of xenophobia, including many racial in nature, in U.S. history).

\(^12\) See Presidential Address to the Nation on Immigration Reform, 42 WEEKLY COMP. PRES. DOC. 931 (May 15, 2006) (observing that undocumented “immigrants live in the shadows of our society”).

\(^13\) See infra notes 64–65 and accompanying text.


not outright banned from doing so.\textsuperscript{16} He mercilessly attacked Mexican immigrants in racist terms\textsuperscript{17}: indeed, “Trump kicked off his presidential bid . . . with harsh words for [Mexican immigrants] . . . ‘They’re bringing drugs. They’re bringing crime. They’re rapists. And some, I assume, are good people.’”\textsuperscript{18} “Trump specifically questioned why the U.S. would want to admit more people from Haiti . . . [H]e asked why more people from ‘shithole countries’ should be allowed into the U.S. . . . The president suggested that instead, the U.S. should allow more entrants from countries like Norway.”\textsuperscript{19} Consistent with those statements, the Trump Administration pursued a staggering array of immigration policy initiatives with racially disparate impacts, including, but not limited to, the Muslim ban, the infamous policy of separating migrant children from their parents, and the “Remain in Mexico” policy (both of which applied almost exclusively to Central Americans),\textsuperscript{20} immigration raids, mass detention and removals, eliminating policies providing relief to noncitizens brought to the United States as children, and reducing legal immigration through virtually whatever means necessary.\textsuperscript{21} Undaunted and unapologetic, the Trump Administration day in and day out announced tough new immigration measures that invariably injured noncitizens of color.\textsuperscript{22}


\textsuperscript{19} Alan Fram & Jonathan Lemire, Trump: Why Allow Immigrants from ‘Shithole Countries’, ASSOCIATED PRESS (Jan. 11, 2018), https://apnews.com/article/fdda2f0b877416c8ae1c1a77a3ec425 [https://perma.cc/EWB9-XSB6].


\textsuperscript{22} See Amanda Frost, Alienating Citizens, 114 NW. U. L. REV. ONLINE 48, 51 (2019), reprinted in 114 NW. U. L. REV. 241, 244 (2019) (“[T]he Trump Administration’s approach to immigration generally . . . has embraced a policy known as ‘attrition through enforcement,’ under which immigration policies are designed to encourage immigrants to self-deport and discourage would-be immigrants from coming to the United States.”).
Because the immigration laws designate who may come and remain in the United States as well as who may be removed, they historically have served as a ready and efficient tool for racial discrimination. The Trump Administration’s separation of families, which fell almost exclusively on Mexicans and Central Americans, typifies how race has been central to contemporary U.S. immigration policies and their enforcement. Unlike yesterday’s nativists, most policymakers today deny that the policies are racially motivated. Although the laws on the books are for the most part racially neutral and color-blind, the words and deeds of President Trump in combination left little doubt about the centrality of race to his Administration’s policy choices.

Immigrants’ demands for racial justice share important commonalities with the racial justice goals of the Black Lives Matter movement. Both demand an end to systemic racialized law enforcement and color-blind forms of racial discrimination. With respect to immigration enforcement, noncitizens arrested for minor as well as serious crimes are regularly turned over by state and local law enforcement agencies to federal immigration enforcement authorities for possible removal from the United States. Because of racially skewed criminal law enforcement, the overwhelming majority of the noncitizens removed each year are from Latin America, in much larger percentages than their composition of the overall immigrant

population. The disparate impacts are not lost on the advocates of the removal of “criminal aliens” or the greater Latinx community, with citizens as well as noncitizens living in daily fear of immigration enforcement.

In helping us analyze the battle over racial justice for immigrants in the contemporary United States, Part I of this Essay maps the discriminatory foundations of immigration law, the continuing lack of meaningful constitutional review of the laws, and the enduring, often impenetrable, immunity from constitutional protections built by the courts to shield invidious discrimination from judicial review. Part II considers the surprising emergence of a formidable immigrant rights movement—energized and organized yet handicapped by the fact that noncitizens cannot vote—fighting for no less than racial justice for noncitizens. Part III summarizes the emergence of the Trump Administration’s vigorous opposition to that movement, which fundamentally sought to maintain and reinforce the racial caste quality of the contemporary immigration system. Part IV considers the uncertain future of the quest to bring racial justice to immigration law. It contends that, although immigration activism is essential for truly transformative immigration reform, a full transformation can be accomplished only if the Supreme Court requires meaningful constitutional review of the immigration laws and allows the courts to serve as a true check on racial animus.

I. CHINESE EXCLUSION AND THE FOUNDATIONS OF U.S. IMMIGRATION LAWS

In the 1800s, widespread state and local attacks on Chinese immigrants by an organized white populist movement pushed Congress to pass the nation’s first comprehensive immigration laws, which were ignominiously known as the Chinese Exclusion Laws. In The Chinese Exclusion Case, the Supreme Court upheld the first of the series of laws, the Chinese
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29 See Yolanda Vázquez, Constructing Crimmigration: Latino Subordination in a “Post-Racial” World, 76 OHIO ST. L.J. 599, 654 (2015); see also Alina Das, Inclusive Immigrant Justice: Racial Animus and the Origins of Crime-Based Deportation, 52 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 171, 176 (2018) (“By examining the origins of crime-based deportation, we begin to see that the racialized outcomes of the modern-day system are no accident of history. Nor is the targeting of immigrants with criminal records an inevitable aspect of immigration regulation.”).


32 Ping v. United States (The Chinese Exclusion Case), 130 U.S. 581, 606 (1889).
Exclusion Act of 1882, which outlawed the immigration of workers from China to the United States. Giving birth to the so-called plenary power doctrine, the Court unequivocally proclaimed that if Congress “considers the presence of foreigners of a different race in this country, who will not assimilate with us, to be dangerous to its peace and security, . . . its determination is conclusive upon the judiciary.” The Court made it clear that Chinese immigrants simply had no claim to equal protection of law that the courts would enforce. This ruling became foundational precedent for judicial deference to the legislative and executive branches’ plenary—unfettered—power over immigration. To this day, the Supreme Court has not overruled The Chinese Exclusion Case.

Immigration laws define whom to exclude and deport from the United States. Discrimination is necessary for the law to accomplish that mission. The Chinese Exclusion Case allowed Congress to discriminate without fear of judicial interference. Immigrants in effect are subject to what philosophers understand to be “the State of Nature,” with the politically powerful dominating the weak. Full-blown constitutional immunity for the immigration laws—the State of Nature—allows Congress to act on its worst instincts, which is precisely what has occurred at various times through to the present.

Unsurprisingly, political resistance to the efforts at Chinese exclusion failed in the late 1800s. Unable to vote and lacking meaningful representation in government, Chinese immigrants lacked the political power to mount successful resistance to rampant anti-Chinese sentiment. Allowing politics to run their course generally meant that the laws punished Chinese

---


34 The Chinese Exclusion Case, 130 U.S. at 606 (emphasis added).


36 See id. at 173–74.


immigrants with impunity. Legal challenges had limited impacts moderating the laws and their enforcement. Unchecked racism meant that the laws were enforced to the detriment of Chinese immigrants.

Similar to Jim Crow’s subordination of African Americans, The Chinese Exclusion Case’s failure to subject the immigration laws to constitutional review made discrimination against the Chinese entirely lawful. To exacerbate matters, by decreeing that the immigration laws were immune from constitutional review, the Supreme Court signaled to Congress that it could pass laws that punished various unpopular groups of immigrants throughout the twentieth century. Subsequent laws restricted immigration to the United States not only from China but all of Asia and southern and eastern Europe, with their inferior “races” of people.

Indeed, the Supreme Court’s hands-off approach to the review of the immigration laws made it possible for Congress and the President to transition between which races the laws targeted for discrimination. As we have seen, Chinese immigrants were the popular focus of attack in the late 1800s, with virulent animosity that some might find difficult to fathom today. Latinx and Muslim noncitizens are the contemporary disfavored racial groups, with Asians often unpopular as well (as demonstrated by the anti-Asian hate crimes that escalated with the global pandemic).

For example, with the Supreme Court’s deference to the Executive Branch, President Trump’s travel ban on the admission of

---

40 See, e.g., Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356, 374 (1886) (finding unconstitutional a San Francisco ordinance enforced primarily against Chinese laundries).
41 See, e.g., Plessy v. Ferguson, 163 U.S. 537, 552 (1896) (adopting the separate but equal doctrine to reject constitutional challenges to the segregation of African Americans), overruled by Brown v. Bd. of Educ., 347 U.S. 483, 495 (1954). In his famous dissent in Plessy, Justice Harlan proclaimed that “our constitution is color-blind” but denigrated the Chinese as “a race so different from our own that we do not permit those belonging to it to become citizens of the United States. Persons belonging to it are, with few exceptions, absolutely excluded from our country.” 163 U.S. at 559, 561 (Harlan, J., dissenting).
42 See JOHNSON, supra note 23 (citing authority).
45 See, e.g., supra text accompanying notes 20–22 (reviewing the Trump Administration immigration policies and their impacts on immigrants of color).
noncitizens from a group of predominantly Muslim nations, and many other immigration initiatives, fit comfortably into this discriminatory history.⁴⁶

Although the Supreme Court in some cases has grudgingly allowed limited review of immigration laws and policies,⁴⁷ the default rule under *The Chinese Exclusion Case* and its progeny, which courts continue to rely upon,⁴⁸ is that there is no constitutional review of many immigration decisions. Contemporary examples include the travel ban case and the 2020 decision upholding the removal without a hearing of an asylum seeker apprehended in the United States.⁴⁹ Importantly, the Supreme Court has never overruled *The Chinese Exclusion Case*.⁵⁰ Indeed, at the same time that the Court famously ended de jure racial segregation against African Americans in 1954,⁵¹ it unabashedly reaffirmed the plenary power doctrine.⁵² The doctrine remains in place despite the incredibly weighty individual rights at stake when a noncitizen seeks admission into the United States (for example, to join family or for employment) or faces removal from the country and possibly “the loss ‘of all that makes life worth living.’”⁵³ Immigrants subject to removal face separation from family, friends, community, jobs, and their entire lives in the United States. Consistent with

---


⁴⁷ See Kleindienst v. Mandel, 408 U.S. 753, 770 (1972) (finding that the U.S. government had offered “a facially legitimate and bona fide reason” for a visa denial).

⁴⁸ See supra note 37 (citing cases).

⁴⁹ See, e.g., Dep’t of Homeland Sec. v. Thuraissigiam, 140 S. Ct. 1959, 1981–83 (2020) (rejecting due process challenges to expedited removal); *Trump*, 138 S. Ct. at 2418–20 (upholding Trump’s Muslim ban on national security grounds); see also Sale v. Haitian Ctrs. Council, Inc., 509 U.S. 155, 188 (1993) (citation omitted) (refusing to disturb the Haitian interdiction policy and affording it deference because such decisions implicate “foreign and military affairs for which the President has unique responsibility”). In a few contemporary instances, the Supreme Court, without mentioning the plenary power doctrine, has invalidated provisions of the immigration laws on constitutional grounds. See Sessions v. Dimaya, 138 S. Ct. 1204, 1210 (2018); Sessions v. Morales-Santana, 137 S. Ct. 1678, 1686 (2017); see also Graham v. Richardson, 403 U.S. 365, 376 (1971) (striking down a state law barring public benefits receipt by lawful immigrants).

⁵⁰ See Chin, supra note 37, at 3–11.


⁵² See Galvan v. Press, 347 U.S. 522, 531 (1954) (citation omitted) (allowing the deportation of a Mexican immigrant for Communist Party membership because “there is not merely ‘a page of history’ . . . but a whole volume” of cases limiting judicial review of the immigration laws); Harisiades v. Shaughnessy, 342 U.S. 580, 597 (1952) (Frankfurter, J., concurring) (“[W]hether immigration laws have been crude and cruel, whether they may have reflected xenophobia in general or anti-Semitism or anti-Catholicism, the responsibility belongs to Congress.”).

the plenary power tradition, Congress has by statute barred judicial review of many Executive Branch immigration decisions. In stark contrast, when individual rights of U.S. citizens are implicated, modern constitutional law generally requires meaningful judicial review of the constitutionality of the law and its implementing policies.

Because of the plenary power doctrine, it was not the courts but the political process that removed the blatant racism from U.S. immigration laws. The Civil Rights Movement, combined with the stark inconsistency of racially discriminatory immigration laws with modern civil rights sensibilities, culminated in the passage of the Immigration and Naturalization Act of 1965. That law formally barred discrimination in immigrant admissions. At the same time, however, Congress put into place limitations on immigration from any single nation—known as per-country ceilings—that limit Latinx immigration to this day and transformed many future legal Latinx immigrants into undocumented ones.

II. THE RISE OF MODERN IMMIGRANT ACTIVISM

Unlike the past, the twenty-first century has seen the rapid growth of an organized and increasingly powerful immigrant rights movement. As will be discussed, that movement’s efforts were historically directed at the courts. But an inability to make progress through the judiciary, combined with changing demographics and political sensibilities, has inspired immigrant rights activists to move their fight to the political arena. No longer confined to the shadows of U.S. social life, immigrants, documented and not, are now front and center of protests and political movements demanding change.

57 See 8 U.S.C. § 1152(a)(1)(A) (“[N]o person shall receive any preference or priority or be discriminated against in the issuance of an immigrant visa because of the person’s race, sex, nationality, place of birth, or place of residence.”).
They call not just for piecemeal reform of the immigration laws but also for no less than recognition of the rights of, and full justice for, immigrants, including immigrants of color.

The fact that immigrants cannot directly exercise political power through voting historically meant that they found it necessary to resort to the courts in the quest for justice. However, the restrictions on constitutional review thwarted—and continue to thwart—efforts to secure meaningful change through litigation. Although at times ensuring adherence to the law, litigation rarely protects immigrants from unfair and punitive laws. Courts obviously cannot write, or rewrite, legislation. Rather, positive improvements in the laws for immigrants can only be achieved through Congress changing the immigration laws. To secure congressional action, those seeking to bring about change must advocate through protests, coordinating political activism with immigrant and civil rights groups, and appealing to the hearts and minds of voters.  

A powerful immigrant rights movement only became viable in the last fifty years. As we have seen, due to their widespread unpopularity among the general public and the lack of meaningful representation in Congress, Chinese immigrants resorted to the courts for protection in the 1800s when faced with laws discriminating against them. Successful political action opposing punitive immigration measures was simply not a realistic possibility at that time for Chinese immigrants. Similarly, immigrant and civil rights organizations lacked the necessary political power to muster much opposition to, for example, the repatriation of persons of Mexican ancestry during the Great Depression, the internment of persons of Japanese ancestry (including U.S. citizens) during World War II, mass removals of Mexican immigrants in Operation Wetback in 1954, and many similar discriminatory milestones of U.S. history.

The rapid and dramatic growth in the Latinx population has contributed to the growth of immigrant political power. With an extremely limited role for the judiciary to review immigration policy choices of Congress and the
Executive Branch, the political process currently is the most likely way to secure lasting and meaningful change in the immigration laws and their administration and enforcement. Today, unlike the Chinese immigrants fighting the Chinese Exclusion Act, the immigrant rights and Black Lives Matter movements understand political action, not the courts, as the road to meaningful change. Risking their own lives and liberty through protest, activists seek to force law enforcement to treat immigrants and African Americans with humanity and respect.

And they are doing just that—immigrants today are literally taking to the streets in protests. Despite their inability to make themselves directly heard through the ballot box, immigrants and their supporters have organized a robust and powerful political movement. Embraced wholeheartedly by some mainstream political leaders, their demands go so far as to include a call for the abolition of ICE, the primary arm of immigration enforcement of the U.S. government.

Put differently, similar to civil rights activists of the 1950s and 1960s, undocumented immigrants and other immigrant activists today are at the center of political activity. It is difficult to pinpoint the precise time, but immigrant activism increased as versions of the DREAM Act, which would create a path to legalization for undocumented youth, were introduced in Congress over the last twenty years. For instance, a punitive immigration bill passed by the U.S. House of Representatives triggered protests of tens of thousands of people in cities across the United States in 2006. The bill “would have made the mere status of being an undocumented immigrant a felony subject to imprisonment as well as deportation from the United States. Arguably, it also would have imposed criminal sanctions on persons who

---

63 See supra Part I.
provided humanitarian assistance to undocumented immigrants.” Since the mass protests in 2006, political resistance to harsh immigration policies has become commonplace. The Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) policy and its extension of limited legal status to hundreds of thousands of young immigrants resulted from the political movement. When President Trump attempted to rescind DACA, beneficiaries of the policy led the potent resistance. In similar responses to grassroots political pressure, at least one state (California) and numerous cities have declared themselves to be sanctuaries for immigrants and sought to shield them to the extent possible from federal immigration enforcement.

Immigrant activists knowingly take risks beyond those posed to U.S. citizen activists who engage in political action. In fact, the Trump Administration allegedly targeted immigrant protesters, including DACA recipients, for removal. Undaunted and unafraid, immigrants have moved into the political arena in ways dramatically different than the past.

Immigrant rights and Latinx civil rights organizations today are active politically. Groups, such as the Mexican American Legal Defense & Education Fund (MALDEF) have grown in political power in recent years. New grassroots immigrant rights groups have emerged. A growing political bloc, Latinx voters, many of whom take immigration issues seriously, are vigorously courted in elections. Consequently, political activism prodding government action on immigration is significantly greater today than was the case in the era of Asian exclusion.

---

69 Id.

70 See Dep’t of Homeland Sec. v. Regents of the Univ. of Cal., 140 S. Ct. 1891, 1901–05 (2020).


Changing sensibilities about racial discrimination, civil rights, and immigration have influenced the political process. Those changes make it more likely that an organized civil rights movement for immigrants will be part of the nation’s political future. Political action secured some improvements in the contemporary era, with the political pressure culminating in DACA and state and local sanctuary laws serving as prominent examples.

Reflecting the evolving political climate, Congress has debated comprehensive immigration reform for close to two decades. The rancorous debate will likely continue, with divisive disputes emerging over the appropriate reform. A stalemate between Republicans and Democrats in Congress over reform has defeated—at least for the moment—possibilities for meaningful change through legislation. But the organized and increasingly powerful immigrant rights movement, a necessary ingredient for transformation of the immigration laws, appears here to stay.

III. COUNTERACTIVISM AND RESISTANCE

As discussed in Part I, politics, not the courts, ended the era of Chinese exclusion. With limited judicial review of the immigration laws and policies, the courts could not, and still cannot, be relied upon to meaningfully intervene to protect vulnerable immigrants from the excesses of the political process. Although political action is the only available alternative to secure change, the history of immigration politics also tells a cautionary tale about immigration politics. Anti-immigrant forces seeking to punish immigrants regularly crop up in response to new waves of immigrants and periodically dominate the political process.

The passion underlying the Trump immigration revolution may surprise some Americans. However, as we saw with the emergence of the Chinese exclusion laws, anti-immigrant and racist impulses motivating political movements targeting immigrants of color have a long history in the United States. And the immigration laws, with their immunity from constitutional review, are an ideal place to punish groups disfavored by the majority—or

76 See Johnson & Hing, supra note 68, at 116–37.
77 See supra text accompanying notes 70–72.
79 See supra text accompanying notes 14–22 (reviewing Trump Administration’s immigration enforcement measures and how they appealed to his supporters).
80 See supra Part I.
at least a dedicated minority—of voters. Some might have thought that blatant anti-immigrant policy measures were part of U.S. immigration history, rather than its present, and have no place in the twenty-first century. That view, however, is seriously mistaken. From the Chinese exclusion laws in the 1800s to family separation of Latinx noncitizens in 2019, immigration measures that injure noncitizens of color who cannot adequately defend themselves in the political process have been employed. And it is not exclusively people of color who are adversely affected; the poor, political minorities, persons with disabilities and the infirm, women, gays and lesbians, and other subordinated groups all have been subject to the wrath of the U.S. immigration laws.

Restrictionists criticized the Obama Administration for more moderate immigration policies than those pursued by the Trump Administration; in fact, the Obama Administration’s removal of hundreds of thousands of immigrants led to the President being dubbed the “Deporter-in-Chief.” Nonetheless, through its rhetoric and actions, the Trump Administration took immigration enforcement to extraordinary new and, to many, frightening levels. If nothing else, the popularity of President Trump’s aggressive immigration agenda demonstrates that some Americans, in fact, ardently favor tough on immigration measures that both directly and indirectly punish immigrants of color. The enthusiastic chant at Trump rallies during the 2016 campaign to “[b]uild that wall” along the U.S.–Mexico border exemplifies the strength of contemporary anti-immigrant, anti-Mexican sentiment. These supporters often vigorously endorse the general view that “America First” should serve as the touchstone for the nation’s immigration policies.

81 See infra text accompanying notes 82–97.
82 See supra note 24 (citing authorities).
83 See JOHNSON, supra note 23 (analyzing the history of discrimination against various disfavored groups in the U.S. immigration laws).
84 Angélica Cházaro, Challenging the “Criminal Alien” Paradigm, 63 UCLA L. REV. 594, 643 (2016) (observing that the head of the National Council of La Raza referred to President Obama as the “Deporter-in-Chief”).
85 See supra text accompanying notes 14–22.
Immigration law was an ideal place for President Trump to pursue racial goals while denying that race has anything to do with the policy choices. The color-blind laws, as applied, disparately impact people of color. With fiery and unabashedly racist rhetoric, President Trump made crystal clear the underlying racial objectives of his tough immigration measures. Putting his words into action, the Trump Administration engaged in a series of measures that constituted nothing less than a Latinx repatriation similar to others in U.S. history. After kicking off his successful presidential campaign by bluntly attacking Mexican immigrants as criminals and rapists, President Trump, among other things, sought to deter asylum seekers—from coming to the United States through mass detention, including by separating migrant parents and children; moving to defund so-called sanctuary cities; building a wall along the U.S.–Mexico border; attacking birthright citizenship; challenging family immigration (denigrated by President Trump as “chain migration”); limiting the migration of noncitizens of modest means to the United States; ending DACA; and eliminating Temporary Protected Status (TPS) for Salvadorans, Haitians, and other noncitizens of color.

Given its repeated domination of the national political discourse, one cannot underestimate the resilience of the political forces that supported President Trump’s anti-immigrant, anti-minority, and pro-immigration-enforcement agenda. President Trump tapped into the support of a vocal group of U.S. citizens who demand tough immigration measures. That base voices unequivocal support for policies much tougher on immigrants than President Obama’s, even though those measures had devastating impacts.

The good news is that in pursuing an “America First” immigration program, the Trump Administration kept immigration in the headlines and at the forefront of the national consciousness. Although overshadowed by the U.S. government’s failed response to the global pandemic, immigration was an issue in the 2020 election. That immigration has been in the national spotlight may ultimately benefit future reform efforts. The 2020 Democratic presidential ticket, for example, pledged to roll back many of the signature

---

88 See supra text accompanying notes 14–22.
90 See Johnson, supra note 62, at 1467.
91 See Reilly, supra note 18 and accompanying text.
92 See generally Cuison Villazor & Johnson, supra note 26 (reviewing the disparate racial impacts of the Trump Administration’s immigration initiatives on noncitizens of color).
93 See supra text accompanying notes 85–87.
94 See supra text accompanying note 75.
Trump immigration policy initiatives and called for comprehensive immigration reforms.\textsuperscript{95}

In thinking about political action to bring racial justice to the immigration laws, one must factor into the equation a likely backlash resisting any proposal that would change the racial status quo. Changing racial demographics and their threat to white supremacy deeply trouble many Americans.\textsuperscript{96} In fact, as the policy measures of the Trump Administration demonstrate, a strong core of support exists for moving away from what are perceived as overly lenient immigration policies.\textsuperscript{97}

Progressive change to the immigration laws will require addressing the racial concerns of a committed segment of the U.S. population. Racial animus, although at times muted on the domestic scene, is unleashed when it comes to immigrants of color, with the courts failing to moderate racist impulses. In short, the strength and durability of the anti-immigrant, anti-minority sentiment stands as a formidable barrier to change.

IV. PROSPECTS FOR CHANGE

Comprehensive immigration reform has been discussed for close to two decades.\textsuperscript{98} Although reform measures had gained political traction immediately before September 11, 2001, those efforts stalled with popular worries about national security.\textsuperscript{99} Since then, immigration reform has been vigorously debated. President Obama promised reform, but it did not become one of his legislative priorities until his second term.\textsuperscript{100} His Administration initially ramped up removals with the hope that, by demonstrating a firm commitment to enforcement, Republicans in Congress eventually might come around to support comprehensive immigration reform.\textsuperscript{101} The result was record-setting removals, amounting to about 400,000 a year during

\textsuperscript{97} See supra text accompanying notes 85–93.
\textsuperscript{98} See Johnson, supra note 78 and accompanying text.
President Obama’s first term. For now, because of the limitations on the courts’ review of immigration law and policies, political action is likely the only way to secure greater racial justice for immigrants. If successful, it can bring forth passage of the DREAM Act, comprehensive immigration reform, as well as reform of the immigration bureaucracy. To that end, newly elected President Biden may roll back the Trump Administration’s immigration policies. However, if there is any hope for lasting and meaningful change, political action will need to continue to push for full justice for immigrants, rather than simply eliminating the Trump Administration’s harsh policy initiatives. The aggressive immigration enforcement measures of the Obama Administration and failure to secure reform demonstrate that meaningful immigration change will not necessarily come from Democratic leadership in the White House.

Building common ground between warring political factions will be necessary to bring about congressional action. Immigrant rights and anti-immigrant activists passionately advocate competing, and dramatically opposed, views about immigration and immigrants. Compromise on issues such as a path to legalization for undocumented immigrants, denigrated by opponents as an “amnesty” for lawbreakers, will be necessary for meaningful reform, but no doubt prove extremely difficult to achieve.

The possibilities for transformation of the immigration laws through the political process are virtually limitless. A challenge for the immigrant rights movement will be to move beyond slogans such as “Abolish ICE” and figure out how to meaningfully transform and improve the entire U.S. immigration system, from the enforcement arm to the immigration courts to the rules for

---

102 See Brian Bennett, U.S. Deported Record Number of Illegal Immigrants, L.A. TIMES (Oct. 6, 2010), http://articles.latimes.com/2010/oct/06/nation/la-na-illegal-immigration-20101007 [http://perma.cc/43PT-Z2CQ] (“Of the 392,862 deportations from October 2009 through September [2010], about half were illegal immigrants with criminal records. The total was about 3,000 more deportations than the record set in the previous year.”).

103 In its early days in 2021, the Biden Administration began to roll back numerous Trump immigration measures. See John Hudak & Christine Stenglein, Biden’s Immigration Reset, BROOKINGS (Feb. 19, 2021), https://www.brookings.edu/blog/fxgov/2021/02/19/bidens-immigration-reset/ [https://perma.cc/EF9Q-JMLW].

104 See Cházaro, supra note 84 (noting mass removals by Obama Administration).


legal immigration.\textsuperscript{107} Although slogans can help organize, they cannot substitute for a concrete and specific agenda for transformative change.\textsuperscript{108} For example, even with some kind of path to legalization for undocumented immigrants, reform of the legal rules for immigration will be necessary if one wants lasting change that does not simply result in the emergence of a new population of undocumented immigrants,\textsuperscript{109} as occurred in the wake of previous legalization programs. Reform of the immigration court system, which has been the subject of sustained criticism for partisan bias and sheer ineptitude,\textsuperscript{110} is but another specific reform possibility.

Thus, one pressing task for immigrant rights activists in seeking to transform the immigration status quo in the United States will be offering a concrete change agenda. What kind of transformation is necessary and appropriate? Put differently, what is the positive immigration agenda? Answering these seemingly simple questions will be a formidable task in light of the many pressing and complex immigration issues facing the nation. Mere criticism of current immigration laws and policies may lead to incremental and piecemeal reform at the margins but not fundamental, meaningful, and truly transformational change.\textsuperscript{111}

Because race is at the center of the consciousness of the immigrant community and a powerful rallying point for change, a successful movement for change necessarily must incorporate racial justice into any change agenda. Past resistance strategies “failed in part by not confronting the deep history of racism and discrimination against immigrants.”\textsuperscript{112}

In sum, the immigrant rights movement will need to refine its goals and message and focus on a particular target or targets for change. That will be easier said than done as immigration is multifaceted, requiring many decisions about the necessary and appropriate changes and decisions about

\textsuperscript{107} For a call for alternatives to the modern immigration enforcement regime, see Peter L. Markowitz, \textit{After ICE: A New Humane & Effective Immigration Enforcement Paradigm}, 55 WAKE FOREST L. REV. 89 (2020).
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\textsuperscript{110} See Mary Holper, \textit{The Fourth Amendment Implications of “U.S. Imitation Judges,”} 104 MINN. L. REV. 1275, 1276–77 (2020) (footnotes omitted) (“Scholars, immigration judges, attorneys, and congressional committees have been calling for a truly independent immigration adjudication system for decades, critiquing a system in which some judges describe themselves as ‘U.S. imitation judges.’”).

\textsuperscript{111} See Daniel I. Morales, \textit{Dissent in Immigration}, 16 L., CULTURE & HUMANS. 250, 264–67 (2020) (encouraging immigration scholars to consider far-reaching changes to the contemporary immigration system).

\textsuperscript{112} Olivares, supra note 105, at 7.
what reforms warrant the highest priority. Differences among immigrant rights advocates exist on the necessary and essential law and policy changes. Nonetheless, building a racial justice coalition backing a set of positive immigration reforms will be an essential prerequisite for meaningful change.

Whatever the ultimate outcome of immigration politics, the future of the constitutional review of the immigration laws and The Chinese Exclusion Case rests in the hands of the Supreme Court. The outdated notion of limited or no constitutional review of the immigration laws was more appropriate for the nineteenth century when racial discrimination was legal113 than the twenty-first century when it is not. Despite the weighty interests of immigrants at stake, the Court remains locked into a system of constitutional review of the immigration laws more consistent with Jim Crow than the civil rights revolution.

Pro- and anti-immigrant activism has a long history in the United States. Anti-immigrant political movements often prevail in the political process. By engaging in limited, if any, constitutional review of immigration laws and policies generated by that process,114 the courts facilitated the success of such movements and the punishment of immigrants. The immunity of the immigration laws from constitutional review encourages Congress to act on its worst instincts and prevents any kind of meaningful dialogue between the judicial, legislative, and executive branches about the constitutional constraints on immigration law and policy.115 Although a revolution in rights over the twentieth century dramatically changed the constitutional landscape of the United States, immigration law has been mired in a legal backwater, with grudging expansion of the rights of immigrants.116

CONCLUSION

For now, immigration law and its enforcement are a deeply divisive political issue. Immigrant political action is constrained by the fact that immigrants cannot vote. However, immigrants now are exerting political pressure by taking to the streets and demanding change in no uncertain terms.117 Such activism, if sustained, may ultimately tip the balance in favor of meaningful immigration reform. For now, immigrant political activism shows no signs of fading away.

114 See supra Part I.
116 See supra Part I.
117 See supra Part II.
The nation, in all likelihood, will eventually see reform of the U.S. immigration laws. That reform will necessarily be the result of political action, not successful court cases. But the wait for reform could be many years, if not decades. Political activism will determine when that change is achieved.

In the end, only razing *The Chinese Exclusion Case* will make it possible to truly bring racial justice to immigration law. Meaningful constitutional review would discipline Congress and the Executive Branch in their treatment of immigrants in the immigration laws and their enforcement. True, the plenary power doctrine does not come into play in the ordinary immigration case, but it does constrain review of discriminatory—and often extreme—laws and enforcement measures that affect large numbers of immigrants, including laws and policies with glaringly disparate racial impacts. Without constitutional constraints, the nation can expect repeated episodes of anti-immigrant sentiment fueled by racial animus, with the Trump presidency simply marking the most recent and extreme one.